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Rule based control for merges: assessment and case study

Hari Hara Sharan Nagalur Subraveti, Victor L. Knoop, and Bart van Arem, Member, IEEE

Abstract— Merging areas are a common bottleneck source on motorways. In order to tackle congestion at these locations, efficient traffic management and control is vital to best utilize the available space. However, before the application of any traffic control measures, a thorough analysis of the effectiveness of the designed control action needs to be evaluated. The paper presents insights for the assessment of rule based traffic control at motorway merges. The methodology is then applied to a case study wherein an advisory system using rule based control for motorway merges considering mixed traffic is evaluated. With the aim to reduce travel times at merging sections, advice from the control system influencing the longitudinal behavior of mainline vehicles were generated. The advisory system was tested in a microsimulation tool for various penetration rates of controlled vehicles on the mainline. The effect of implementing the control action, side-effects of the design, risks involved and the overall role in improving or deteriorating the merging situation are then discussed. This can hence help in further developing any rule based control systems at motorway merges.

I. INTRODUCTION

Congestion on motorways has become a common phenomenon across the world. One of the common bottleneck locations on motorways are the merging sections where an on-ramp merges into the mainline. These merge areas are prone to congestion due to conflicts between the ramp flow and the mainline traffic because both are vying for the same space downstream of the merge area. Congestion at ramps can lead to oscillations, capacity drop, queue spill backs leading to congestion at off-ramps, loss of travel time etc. [1], [2], [3]. Systems such as ramp-metering have been applied to control the flow coming from the ramps and avoid or delay the onset of congestion on motorways. With emerging technologies like vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication and advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), it is possible to develop a more active traffic management strategy which can improve the traffic flow at these merge bottlenecks [4]. However, before the application of any traffic control measures, a thorough analysis of the effectiveness of the designed system needs to be performed. Several control approaches exist to solve the various control problems. Feedback control, optimal and model predictive control, rule-based/knowledge-based systems, artificial neural networks are some examples of the various approaches that have been employed for traffic control. Computational complexities relating to the rule based control systems are quite low and they are comparatively easy to implement and evaluate [5] and hence, rule based control systems are quite popular and have been used in multiple studies. The design process of rule-based control systems involve many assumptions and if improperly designed, can lead to a worse traffic performance. The current work presents an approach for the assessment of rule based traffic control at motorway merges. This will contribute to a well-motivated control strategy including the risks involved in the implementation of such control strategies which will be helpful in examining the design easily in case the system does not perform as expected.

To demonstrate the methodological approach presented, an advisory system using rule based control is constructed and evaluated at a merging section. In order to facilitate the merging process, a rule is designed to create gaps on the mainline by controlling a certain percentage of the vehicles on the mainline of a two-lane motorway. The rule is designed to influence the longitudinal behavior of the mainline vehicles. Since lateral control involves multiple vehicles from different lanes, the case study is restricted to longitudinal control only. The advisory system is implemented in a microsimulation tool to evaluate the traffic performance and the role of the control action applied. The effect of implementing this control action, the side-effects originating from this, risks involved and the overall role of the control strategy in improving/deteriorating the traffic situation are discussed. Technical requirements and specifications of the communication systems and the in-car system used in the case study are not discussed and out of the scope of this study.

The paper first presents a literature review of rule based control for merging. This is followed by a section discussing the general approach for the assessment of rule based control systems for motorway merges and insights into the merging situation. The subsequent section then illustrates this with an example of an advisory system used for traffic control of a two-lane motorway using a rule based system. Finally, the conclusions, limitations and scope for future work are discussed.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section presents a review of the various studies which use rule based traffic control at motorway merges.

Early works on merging control were related to the Automated Highway Systems project in the 1990s which considered the problem of an automated vehicle merging into a platoon of automated vehicles from an on-ramp. Several studies related to this project employed various techniques for merge control such as regulating the speed profile of the merging vehicle, formation and preservation of gaps on mainline, controlling a string of vehicles etc. Later works like [6], [7], [8] dealt with algorithms for (C)ACC
equipped vehicles, cooperative merging, in-car advisory systems, VSL etc. As the scope of this paper is restricted to rule based control, only studies based on or related to this type are reviewed here. For a more comprehensive review on a variety of control concepts related to merging, the authors refer to [4].

Most of the studies on rule based systems focus on longitudinal control such as [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] etc. In [9], a cooperative merging algorithm was developed for mixed traffic flow consisting of ACC and manually driven vehicles. With the aim to create gaps on the mainline large enough to allow the ramp vehicles to merge in without appreciable slowdown, the mainline vehicles were directed to adjust their speed and position with respect to the preceding vehicles not only on the same lane but also in the other lane before reaching the merging section. Simulations of a single lane road with an on-ramp for different penetration rates of ACC vehicles showed an improvement in the traffic performance, especially at higher penetration rates. Negligible improvements were found when demand neared the capacity. [10] presented a decentralized merging assistant for mixed traffic scenarios with the aim to stabilize the traffic flow around the merging areas and limit the changes in speed. When the assistant predicted conflicts between the mainline and ramp vehicle, it controlled the acceleration of the vehicle based on certain constraints and created a gap for the ramp vehicle. Scenarios involving complete manual traffic, with CACC and CACC combined with the merging assistant were evaluated. Although the conditions for which the assistant was designed is not mentioned in the study, it can be inferred that it worked well in free-flow conditions with limitations in the congested state. Results showed that there was no significant improvement in travel times with and without the merging assistant considering 100% CACC penetration rate though the stability improved compared to the manual traffic scenario. Hence it is not clear if the improvement compared to the 0% case is due to CACC or the merging assistant or a combination of both. [11] evaluated a merging situation using microscopic dynamic traffic management. In the merging situation, when a ramp vehicle is expected to arrive at the same time as a platoon of vehicles on the mainline, one of the vehicles in the platoon is advised to increase headway and create a sufficient gap for the ramp vehicle. Results from microscopic simulations showed considerable improvements in throughput, travel time loss and the number of shock waves. [12] developed an in-car advisory system that gave advice on lane, speed and headway. Although the paper does not explicitly consider merging scenarios, the distribution advice principle deals with the congestion problem associated with merging. Depending upon the flows on different lanes, vehicles on the shoulder lane are advised to yield to the merging traffic and the merging traffic are advised to synchronize their speeds with the mainline flow. Simulation results reported showed a positive effect of the advisory system on traffic performance at high penetration rates though the road layout evaluated consisted of multiple bottlenecks such as lane drops, off-ramps, on-ramps etc. and the effect of the rule specific to merging case is unclear. [13] designed a merging assistant which creates gaps to facilitate the merging process using macroscopic theory. Assuming the possibility of V2V and V2I communication, the control strategy is combined with existing ramp meter techniques. Vehicles on the shoulder lane are induced to move in platoons which are separated by empty gaps which are filled by the ramp vehicles released by the ramp metering. The penetration rate of cooperative/controlled vehicles was considered to be 100% and the gaps created by the merging assistant were assumed to be preserved for the ramp vehicles. With the system operating only in the free flow state of the fundamental diagram, the authors observe promising results with respect to reducing congestion using the merging assistant.

One of the few studies dealing with lateral control of vehicles is [14] which used a lane change advisory control upstream of ramps to encourage early lane changes and create more space for the merging vehicles. The authors assume the availability of complete and detailed vehicular information via INTELLIDRIVE which supports V2V and V2I communication. Improvements in total travel time and vehicle kilometres travelled were found at higher penetration rates.

In most of the studies, though the control action deals with the merging vehicle and its corresponding vehicle on the mainline, other vehicles on the mainline are also influenced. In [10], [11] and [13], the effect of deceleration of the controlled vehicle on the upstream traffic is neglected. Similarly in [14], influence of lane changes on other vehicles and induced lane changes are not discussed. In low demand situations, these systems can display benefits to the network (such as improved stability) but when the demand is high, they can have adverse effects. There is a lack of control systems where the response to a control action is restricted to a few vehicles and influencing them does not affect the other vehicles in a major way. Very few studies discuss the side-effects of implementing the control actions which can make it difficult to understand if any positive/negative effects arising from the implementation of the control can directly be linked to the rule or any unexpected/induced behavior due to the rule. Factors such as the frequency with which the rule is being applied, whether it is being applied in conditions in which it is intended to work, if it is performing as it is intended to are also rarely discussed. This is relevant as an understanding of this not only helps in the design of any control systems, it also helps in the easy evaluation of systems in case of failures.

III. CONSIDERATIONS FOR CONTROL ASSESSMENT

In the assessment of rule based control actions, several steps and factors in each step which may influence the performance, have to be carefully considered. This section presents the various components to be taken into consideration in order to approach the design in a structured manner.

A. Identification of the undesired situation

The first step in the design of a control system is the formulation of the traffic problem that needs to be solved. Congestion at merging areas arise due to the conflicts between the traffic flow on the mainline and on-ramps. Lack of sufficient gaps for the oncoming ramp vehicles leads to either forced merging where ramp vehicles execute a forced lane changing maneuver causing vehicles on the mainline to
decelerate strongly leading to disturbances or merging at lower speeds which again affects the traffic on mainline. Anticipatory or cooperative behavior of mainline traffic (such as yielding/lane changes) can also add to disturbances at merging sections. Systems such as ramp-metering control the on-ramp flow entering the mainline. Most of the existing algorithms on merging control aim to create gaps on the mainline to facilitate the merging process and increase the throughput. It is important to hence identify the factors that can be controlled which can lead to a better merging process. The objective of the control strategy is to create a sufficient gap for the on-ramp vehicle to merge into by the time it reaches the merging point. Control systems relating to problems such as high merging and mainline demand, poor weather conditions, spillbacks from off-ramps are not discussed here because the factors causing them can either not be controlled (as in the case of weather) or require control at higher/network level (controlling inflow to the merge areas). This work mainly deals with the design of control systems that assist the merging process. Considering this, the factors that can be controlled include the speeds of the vehicles, lane change decisions, accelerations etc.

B. Choosing the control direction

Vehicles on the mainline can be influenced in either the longitudinal or lateral direction in order to create gaps and facilitate the merging process. Longitudinal movements can be controlled by modifying the vehicle speeds while lateral movement control indicates the lane changing process. For modifying speeds, intervention points that can considered include acceleration, spacing, desired speed etc. In terms of lateral control, other aspects have to be taken into consideration such as traffic flow on the other lane, available gaps, trade-offs between disturbances caused by lane changes and creation of gaps etc. The variables that can be controlled in lateral direction include the timing of lane change, location, decision to change lane. Since lateral control involves multiple vehicles from different lanes, it requires more complex algorithms and control over a group of vehicles. Conditions required for smooth lane changes are not very frequent especially in moderate and high demands and hence lane change advisories can in fact have a negative impact in such conditions.

C. Traffic state and measurements

An important step in the formulation of the control rule is the identification of measurements required to perform the necessary action. Information regarding the traffic can be obtained from loop detectors from which the data can be processed using estimation techniques to give the traffic state. Similarly, communication systems such as V2V (vehicle-to-vehicle) and V2I (vehicle-to-infrastructure) can also be assumed. Assumption of such systems allows for more flexibility in the control strategy formulation since detailed information is available and it is easier to describe the traffic state. Of course, problems such as communication latencies, range and frequency of the communication systems exist in these cases, but for simplicity these can be neglected. Information regarding the state of both the mainline and ramp traffic is required. For longitudinal control, if the mainline vehicles are advised to increase headways to create gaps, then information regarding the location, speed and current headway is required.

D. Conditions where control is expected to work

Specification of the conditions under which the control action is expected to work is important. This relates to the scope of the study. Working out under which conditions the control action is expected to solve the considered objective will be helpful in creating scenarios for testing the action and later while analyzing the performance of the design. It is always better to restrict the scope rather than focus on a more generalized problem. If the objective is to stabilize the traffic flow on the mainline from the effect of the merging of ramp vehicles, then the control action may be better suited to work in free flow conditions compared to congested conditions. A factor to consider while deciding upon the conditions under which the control action is expected to work is to evaluate the frequency with which these conditions are met. For example, if the control action is to advise vehicles to change lane from the inner to outer lane, then the number of times a gap is available on the target lane to allow such lane changes should be evaluated. If the density on the target lane is already too high, then there are very few gaps available and hence these conditions are rarely met and thus not and very few gaps are created for the merging vehicles which will not affect the traffic performance in a major way. So, it might be better if such a control strategy is employed in a free-flow/relatively moderate flow conditions where the rule has a better chance to perform. A rule designed to work in free-flow conditions may not yield positive results when the demand is too high and hence while testing, suitable demand profiles need to be considered.

E. Assumptions and constraints

During the design of the control system, certain assumptions might be considered and it is important to outline these assumptions and the impact they play. Completely automated traffic is an assumption. Similarly, availability of complete information regarding the traffic state is an assumption. When gaps are created using the control action, it might be assumed that these gaps are preserved and these gaps are not filled by vehicles other than the ramp vehicles. Another aspect to consider during the design phase is the constraints related to the control variables. If the control variable is speed of the mainline vehicles, then it is necessary to ensure that the speed does not exceed the speed limits of the road. Also, a lower limit should be considered because if the speed of the vehicles is reduced greatly just in order to create a gap, performance on the mainline might be affected.

F. Location/timing of the advice

In terms of advisory control, the selection of location and timing of the advice is very important. Ideally, sufficient gaps should be available before the ramp vehicles reach the acceleration lane. Hence, any control should be performed at a suitable distance upstream of the merge point. For example, advice which concern with the deceleration of a select few vehicles have to be given at an appropriate time/location for them to be effective without affecting the stability of traffic flow. If the controlled vehicles slow down quite near to the merging zone, then deceleration rates are
important. If high deceleration rates are selected, slowing down of the vehicles may cause a disturbance to the traffic upstream due to sudden speed changes. Similarly, if the vehicles are advised far ahead to slow down and create gaps, vehicles from the left may change lane and occupy the gaps created for the merging vehicles. The effect on throughput and total travel time due to the slowing down of vehicles quite far ahead is another factor that needs to be considered. This again relates to the constraints set on the control variable.

**G. Performance Indicator**

In order to evaluate the performance of the control action, appropriate performance indicators have to be selected. When the goal of the control is to achieve stability, indicators such as length of traffic jams, its duration and the number are far better criteria to judge. Similarly, if the goal is to achieve a higher output, cumulative curves can be used to analyze the performance. When delay minimization is the objective, travel times/vehicle distance travelled can be an indicator. Of course a combination of these indicators can also be used but the primary one should always be related to the objective that needs to be achieved. For example, if stability is the main objective, simply analyzing travel times may not give a clear indication of the effectiveness of the control action. Hence trajectories, duration of any jams observed etc. will be helpful in this case. For the case study in the next section, the performance indicator chosen was travel time. In the case of merging, the number of gaps being created and their size is another important parameter that can indicate to the performance of the control.

**IV. SIMULATION SET-UP**

Based on the components presented in the previous section, a rule based advisory system is designed and implemented. Considering the design of the control action, a suitable analysis tool needs to be selected for evaluation. Generally, simulation based analysis is preferable before the application of the control to field analysis. The choice of simulation tool depends on the objective of the control action. If the control is to be applied on an aggregate level such as controlling flows entering from ramps, macroscopic models are well suited. However, if the control action targets individual drivers, then microscopic models are the best choice. This section gives a brief overview of the microsimulation tool used and the simulation setup chosen followed by the description of the designed rule in the next section. The main objective of the designed rule based control system is to create gaps on the mainline by influencing the longitudinal behavior of vehicles on the outside (shoulder) lane and facilitate a smoother merging process. The microsimulation tool considered in this case for performing the simulations was MOTUS (an open-source microscopic traffic simulation package) [15]. MOTUS offers the opportunity to extend the existing classes or implement new classes which can help in maintaining control over the actions. Being stochastic, it offers the opportunity for different simulation runs with different random seeds which can yield different results. The longitudinal model used in MOTUS is IDM+ [16], an adapted version of the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) proposed in [17], where the acceleration of a vehicle is given by (1) and (2).

\[
\dot{v} = a \cdot \min \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{v}{v_{\text{des}}} \right)^4, 1 - \left( \frac{s^*}{s} \right)^2 \right] \tag{1}
\]

and,

\[
\begin{align*}
s^* &= s_0 + v_T + \frac{v_{\Delta v}}{2a_b} \\
\Delta v &= s_{\text{des}} - s
\end{align*}
\tag{2}
\]

where,

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{v} &= \text{acceleration} \\
s^* &= \text{desired spacing} \\
s_0 &= \text{stopping distance} \\
a &= \text{maximum vehicle acceleration} \\
v_{\text{des}} &= \text{desired speed} \\
\Delta v &= \text{approaching rate to the leader} \\
T &= \text{desired headway} \\
a_b &= \text{comfortable braking deceleration}
\end{align*}
\]

The lateral model in MOTUS is the LMRS model used in [16], where the desire of a vehicle to change lane is a function of three incentives which are a) Gaining speed b) Maintaining route to reach destination and c) Keep-right bias - driving in the right most lane (for right hand traffic). Relaxation phenomena in merging, observed in [18], is usually not considered in many microscopic models. But in case of LMRS, it is included.

\[
\text{Lane change desire} = f(Speed, Route, Keep-right) \tag{3}
\]

Depending upon the lane change desire, lane changes are classified into free, synchronized and cooperative lane changes. Taking into account the urgency of mandatory lane changes, the voluntary incentives (speed and keep-right) can be (partially) ignored. The demand on the mainline was varied from 1500 veh/h/lane with a maximum flow of 2000 veh/h/lane. Inflow to the ramp starts 100 seconds after the start of simulation (so that mainline vehicles can reach the merge area). Ramp flow was kept at a constant value of 750 veh/h. No heavy vehicles were considered in the simulation.

At each time step (0.5 s), MOTUS calculates the position, speed, acceleration and various other properties of each vehicle in the simulation. Separate classes with new functionalities were added in MOTUS which also extended some of the properties of existing classes. A typical Dutch motorway with an on-ramp is chosen as the network for study as shown in Fig. 1. A 2-lane motorway of length of 6.5 km with a single lane on-ramp of 1 km with a speed limit of 120 km/h was considered similar to the speed limits on Dutch motorways. The total simulation running time was 9000 seconds.

When control advices generated from the designed rule require the Controlled Vehicles (CV) to decelerate in order to create gaps, there is the possibility of vehicles changing lanes from the left to the right because of the speed gain and keep-right incentives of the LMRS model used in MOTUS. But in reality, vehicles rarely change from the left lane (especially around the merging sections) as a courtesy to the vehicles trying to merge from the ramp [19]. Hence, lane changes from the left lane to the right lane were prohibited in the simulations to avoid such occurrences.

It is hard to judge the effect of the control strategy considering total travel time (TTT) as the only indicator. In order to better understand the effect of the rules on the traffic
performance, some additional indicators are extracted from the simulation results to get a clear picture of how the rule works. These are: the number of times the control action was applied and the time at which they were applied. The number of times the control action was applied gives an understanding of the frequency with which conditions are met. Timing of the advice is helpful in understanding if the rule was applied in free flow or congested conditions and if it was able to avoid or delay the onset of congestion by comparing the controlled scenario with the no-control case. This will also help to understand if the system is being provided with enough advices (or) being overloaded with advices and when advices can be avoided even though the rule is applicable.

Simulation runs for 10 random seeds were performed in order to evaluate the designed control action. The penetration rates of the CV on the right lane were varied from 0% to 100% for each random seed. In the simulation tool, when a vehicle is unable to maintain its route or exceeds a lane, it is deleted from simulation. In the simulation runs, this situation occurred in two cases for a particular random seed.

V. CASE STUDY

A. Description of the rule

Since there is a requirement of readily available gaps to be created for the ramp vehicles to merge into, the rule influences the longitudinal control of the vehicles on the shoulder lane by increasing the spacing between the vehicles when there is an expected conflict. So, if it is found that an on-ramp vehicle and a vehicle on the shoulder lane are expected to arrive at the merging point at around the same time, the vehicle on the shoulder lane is advised to reduce its speed and increase its spacing with respect to the immediate downstream vehicle. In simulations, the expected arrival times to the merging point are rounded to the nearest decimal and compared for potential conflicts. Similar rule/logic has been applied in studies such as [10], [11] though they differ in the criterion of speed control. Expected travel times are calculated based on constant speed heuristics.

Another criterion for the controlled vehicles to satisfy for the rule to get executed is for the upstream and downstream space headways to meet certain conditions. The reasoning behind the rule is that by influencing a certain vehicle, the traffic upstream should not get highly disturbed. If mainline vehicles are always advised to slow down to create gaps, flow on mainline can be highly disturbed (especially in high demand situations). Hence, the controlled vehicles are advised to slow down if sufficient spacing exists with respect to the upstream vehicle and gap to the downstream vehicle is comparatively less. So, in order for the rule to be executed, (4) needs to be satisfied.

\[
\text{down}_\text{gap} < G_C < \text{up}_\text{gap} \tag{4}
\]

where, down_gap and up_gap are the downstream and upstream space headways for the controlled vehicle as indicated in Fig. 1. \( G_C \) is a parameter indicating the gap chosen when CVs are required to decelerate. In this case, the value of \( G_C \) is taken as 60 m. If \( G_C \) is too large, then sufficient gaps upstream and downstream of the CV is available for the ramp vehicle and the ramp vehicle is expected to merge without any problem. Smaller values can lead to the criterion being met with a very high frequency as well as disturbing other vehicles due to smaller gaps. Slowing down of CVs with high frequency can affect the traffic operations on the mainline in a negative manner.

The vehicle is controlled to decelerate till the point where its immediate upstream follower does not have to decelerate at a rate greater than 0.5 m/s². Since the ramp vehicle has the same Expected Arrival Time (ETA) as the mainline vehicle, it either has to reduce speed and merge in the up_gap or accelerate and merge in the down_gap. The gap between the CV and its follower is large enough (\( \geq 60 \) m) for merging to occur. (In simulation, ETA is given by the current simulation time plus time to reach merge point assuming constant speed rounded to the nearest decimal). Merging in the up_gap can cause the follower of the CV to decelerate which can be avoided using the rule. It must be remembered that the aim of the rule based control is to create gaps on mainline to facilitate merging. The responsibility of merging in the gap created lies with the ramp vehicle. Another assumption in the design of the rule is the presence of controlled vehicles only on the shoulder lane of motorway.

B. Traffic state/measurements

According to the design of the rule, speed and position of the various vehicles with in a certain range of the merging point are required. In order to calculated the expected arrival times, current speed and location of both the mainline and ramp vehicles are needed. And calculation of space headways require the position of the vehicles as well as their lengths. Hence assuming the possibility of V2I communication, a Road Side Unit (RSU) is considered to be present at the intersection of the on-ramp and the shoulder lane of the motorway. The RSU is assumed to be able to gather relevant information (such as speed, location, lane etc.) of all the vehicles on all the lanes within a certain distance upstream of it. Here the distance is taken as 500 m. The RSU then sends all the information to a centralized control centre which processes the information to generate suitable advices to be sent to the controlled vehicles. Since the RSU can communicate only with the vehicles which are in its range (500 m), the vehicles are advised on their speed in the range of 3750-4250 m in the considered network. Once they go out of the range of the RSU, they drive as in the case of no control i.e. they revert back to their original desired speed.

C. Control action

As the evaluation of the rule is done using simulations, the responses to the given advices is integrated in the simulation by adapting the desired velocity of the drivers.
Thus, when the CVs in the detection range of the RSU are advised to decelerate, the desired velocity term in (1) is lowered to a suitable value. Typically, in normal scenarios, the desired velocity of the drivers is taken as 120 km/h. For the network in Fig. 1, \( v_{\text{des}} \) of the CV is modified to \( v_{\text{md}} \) as shown in (5).

\[
v_{\text{des}} = v_{\text{md}} (=60 \text{ km/h}; \text{ if } CV \text{ within RSU range}) \quad (5)
\]

Thus, when the CV is in the RSU range and meets the designed criteria, the desired velocity is lowered to \( v_{\text{md}} \). As can be seen from Fig. 2, lowering the desired velocity of the vehicle to \( v_{\text{md}} \) (60 km/h here) does not lead to the speed of the CV being drastically reduced. Considering the criterion designed, it can be seen that the speed reduction of the CV is around \(-15 \text{ km/h}\). And if there are no constraints, it slowly regains its original speed taking the initial desired speed (of 120 km/h) into consideration. And considering the gap \( G_C \) to the upstream vehicle, the speed reduction of the CV does not cause the upstream vehicle to reduce its speed by much (~5-8 km/h). This lowers the impact of the deceleration of the CV on upstream traffic while creating a gap.

**Figure 2. Effect of \( v_{\text{md}} \) on speed of CV**
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**D. Results and discussions**

**Conditions where rule is expected to work:** Since the goal of the control action is to reduce travel times at merging sections, the performance indicator used is TTT. In free-flow conditions, the rule is not expected to have much of an impact since it only affects the merging order. In moderate to heavy demand conditions, due to less availability of gaps, the designed rule is expected to work as it leads to the formation of more gaps for the ramp vehicles to merge into. For 4 random seeds, analysis of the speed contour plots showed that the network never experiences congested conditions and variations in travel times compared to the base scenario were negligible with the rule rarely being applied. Therefore the rule did not provide a considerable impact on traffic operations. The average TTT for these 4 seeds was found to be 196.56 veh-h with a maximum average reduction in TTT of 0.0017 veh-h (for 50% penetration rate). Hence these seeds are not considered for detailed analysis. The TTT for different penetration rates and its variation (for the remaining six seeds) is shown in Fig. 3. It can be observed that for lower penetration rates (<30%) of CVs on the shoulder lane of mainline, there is negligible difference in TTT. It increases at 50% and lower TTT values are found at higher penetration rates (>80%). On average, a reduction of 6 veh-h of TTT was observed compared to the no control scenario.

**Figure 3. TTT and Rule Application Frequency for different penetration rates**

**Frequency with which conditions are met:** Since, there does not seem to be a huge difference in the TTT following the application of the control action, the frequency with which the criteria for the rule to be executed is evaluated. Fig. 3 shows the average number of times the rule was applied for different penetration rates.

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the number of times all necessary criteria were satisfied for the rule to be executed is quite small. Considering the different seeds, the maximum number of times the rule was executed was 19 for the 100% penetration rate. This can also be related to small reduction in TTT observed across different seeds and penetration rates. For the rule to create a significant impact, the control action needs to be applicable more number of times. Hence either the scenario that is analyzed in the simulation needs to be changed so that the criteria is met with more number of times or the criteria itself needs to be looked into. In this case, these were the three criteria:

i. Equal ETA to the merging point
ii. Upstream gap is greater than 60 m
iii. Downstream gap is less than 60 m

As mentioned earlier, the rule is expected to be more helpful in moderate/congested conditions rather than free-flow conditions. Hence, the time and location at which the control action was executed are evaluated to observe the conditions under which it occurred which will give a clearer understanding. Fig. 4 shows the speed contour plots for a particular case with the location and timing of the advices (indicated by the black dots). Comparing the no control scenario to the case with 100% penetration rate of controlled vehicles on the mainline, it can be seen that the area of congestion in the no control case is slightly more spread out. The number of stop-go waves in the no control scenario is also slightly higher compared to the 100% case.

**Side-effects of the control action:** The advices for the controlled vehicles are generated in a 500 m section upstream of the RSU. From the speed contour plots in Fig. 4, it can be seen that there have been a number of times when the vehicles were advised quite near to the merging point (~4100-4200 m). These controlled vehicles hence did not have enough time to decelerate and create a sufficient gap leading to the ramp vehicle to merge as it would in the absence of the control action. This just leads to the unnecessary slowing down of a certain percentage of vehicles on the mainline without affecting the merging process in any way.
If this occurs in heavy demand conditions where vehicles are controlled to slow down quite near to merge point, this may lead to additional disturbances. This leads to the point of suitable location and timing of the advice. Early advices leads to a more smooth process of creating gaps for the ramp vehicles.

The control action is applicable in cases of expected conflicts which are based on the predicted travel times of the mainline and ramp vehicles. During heavy congestion on ramps/mainline, there can be multiple pairs of conflicting vehicles on one lane for a single vehicle on the other lane i.e. if demand on mainline is high with vehicles at near standstill and demand on ramp is comparatively low, a ramp vehicle on mainline which has higher speed can have conflicts with multiple vehicles on the mainline which are in a queue. Thus there are cases where multiple mainline vehicles are advised to decelerate for a single conflicting ramp vehicle.

Although lane changes were prohibited from the median lane to the shoulder lane to avoid vehicles occupying the gaps meant for ramp vehicles, it was found that when congestion sets in on the shoulder lane and traffic becomes standstill, controlled vehicles from the shoulder lane changed to the median lane when conditions allowed. This affects the frequency of rule application especially in the case of low penetration rates. For example if the penetration rate is considered to be low (say 20%), and many of them change lane to the median lane, then there are very few possibilities of applying control action to these vehicles.

The control action in simulation is executed by adapting the desired velocity of the advised vehicles. If these vehicles are in congested condition and travelling at lower speeds (< 60 km/h), then adapting the speed to 60 km/h does not have any effect. As per the car-following model used in the simulation tool, in congested conditions, the desire to maintain a safe headway predominates the desire to maintain a speed. Hence application of the rule to vehicles which are travelling below speeds to which the desired velocity is adapted to should be carefully considered. The advised speed to the CVs should rather be dependent on the speed at which they are driving than using single constant value for speed reduction.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents an approach to the design of rule based control systems for motorway merging sections and illustrates this with an example of a rule based advisory system influencing the longitudinal behavior of mainline vehicles on the shoulder lane. Initially, various steps to be considered in the design of rules are presented. Following a structured approach to the design can be helpful in diagnosing the system in case it does not perform as expected. Factors such as the direction of control, measurements/information needed for formulation of control strategy, traffic conditions for the rule to be effective etc. that need to be considered and things that can go wrong in the later stages of design evaluation are highlighted. Using this approach, a rule based advisory system is designed and tested in a microsimulation tool. The aim of the rule was to create gaps by influencing certain percentage of vehicles on the mainline without much affecting the remaining traffic. On evaluation, it is found that at high penetration rates, a slight reduction in TTT (1.9%) was found and but no effect was observed at lower penetration rates. Further analysis based on the factors described in the approach indicated some flaws in the design and the side-effects of implementing the control action. The location and timing of the advice played in important role in determining the performance of the rule. Since there were cases where the rule was applied to close to the merging point, the vehicles did not have much time to prepare for the gap creation process. Similarly, the manner in which the control action is implemented in simulation was another factor that played an impact on the overall performance. In the case of the example, deceleration of controlled vehicles occurred by adapting their desired velocity which was found to be ineffective at lower speeds of the vehicles. It was also found that there were cases when the vehicles were unnecessarily advised to decelerate. Overall, although the implementation of the control rule did not lead to the worsening of conditions, it also did not improve in a significant way. The frequency with which the conditions are met is limited which may be a reason for the negligible role of the rule.

The rule was designed with the intention to not influence upstream traffic much but due to the rigidity of the criteria,
of the frequency with which the rule was applied greatly reduced. Rule based mechanisms need to have conditions which are frequently met and hence designed criteria should not be too rigid. If multiple criteria are designed in order to trigger the application of the rule, the control action is rarely activated. Parameter settings while considering the design of criteria also plays an important role in determining the frequency with which conditions are met. Of course, overloading the system with advices and excessive interference is not preferable and hence a proper trade-off needs to be considered. When rule based systems are applied to a certain percentage of vehicles, its effect on the non-controlled vehicles and their interaction must be carefully considered. There may be cases where the designed rule might not work as it was intended to but improvements in traffic performance can still be found. Hence, suitable performance indicators must be considered to understand the actual effect of the rule on traffic performance.

This work is restricted to design of longitudinal rule based control of mainline vehicles. Additional factors may have to be considered while designing lateral control actions. Only a single scenario (demand profile) was evaluated in simulation. Hence, analysis for different demand profiles needs to be performed to achieve a clear understanding of the working of the designed rule. Consideration of such a structured approach can provide a framework for developing any rule based control systems at motorway merges.
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